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The Man of Nazareth

By FREDERICK L. ANDERSON
Ciolh, Ijmo, $/.oo nel

Thii ia a «tudy of the life of Christ written not for theologiani. liut

for the average man ami woman The most important problems about

Jesus and his career and the conditions of his lime are related with a

limplicity that will commend the book to those who lind so much of

religious writing vague and unsatisfactory. Ur. Anderson has not

sought to solve disputed ijuestions, but rather to present in a clear

light the broad ?pd generally accepted facts of the Saviour's life, and
while thee is no ponderous show of learning the volume is undoubt-

edly the result of many years of bard study and application to the

subject.

Live and Learn

By WASHINGTON GLADDEN

Cloth, i2mo, $/.oo net

An exceedingly practical little book is this one in which the distin-

guished clergyman and writer seeks to impress upon his readers the

necessity of getting possession of themselves. Learning how to see,

how to think, how to speak, how to hear, how to give, how to serve,

how to win and how to wait— these are the author's themes. The
chapters are interesting because of the happy fashion in which Dr.

Gladden clothes his thoughts ; they are valuable in that they contain

the wise counsel of a mature mind in which are arranged and stored

the products of a long experience. The work is especially suited to

young people— "f the high school age, for example. It will assist

them to obtain and maintain a proper adjustment toward life. It will,

however, be read with no less profit by all whose minds are open, who
are willing to learn, whether they be sixteen or sixty.
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